
                                  RPS at Museum of Gloucester

The RPS International Photography Exhibition (162), featuring work from 43 international
photographers, has toured the UK throughout 2020 and is now running into 2022 where

the exhibition will now be on display at the Museum of Gloucester from Saturday 27
January to Sunday 5 June 2022.

I attended this exhibiton on Saturday 29th January 2022. Firstly the location of the exhibtion
is located at the back of the Museum upstairs where you have to walk past hundreds of
historical collections and layers of Gloucestershires ancient memories and artifacts. This
sets the scene for the oldest photographic exhibition in the world, “held continuously since
1854, which has enabled generations of artists to express themselves without restrictions
on age, subject matter, country or context. Photographers are encouraged to explore ideas
and  perspectives,  documenting  personal  stories,  landscapes  and  the  world  around
them.”(RPS International Photography Exhibition 162, 2022). 

The door staff were extemely nice and comforting, and were full of knowledge about the
museum  and  the  exhibition  taking  place  and  seemed  very  excited  to  hold  such  an
important event in their building, and will  be displaying more up until  2023. The image
above is the first thing you see when walking in, it has been designed very well, good use
of bright joyful colour, bold text and neat layout, the image used works with all of this very
well. 



First thing I read was the sign that informed about who helped select the images for this
exhibtion, noteably Shannon Ghannam who is the Global Education Director for Magnum
Photos which took my interest.  Magnum photos is the most prestigious agency to get
involved with in terms of the longevity and importance of photogrpaphs, but they are also a
highly respected organisation that has and is at the pinicle of modern day documentary
photography and nativie based projects. They have hundred of photographers all over the
world who are highly respected and awarded. I would simply love to speak to someone
from the organisation one day, as I have been heavily influenced by them and respected
artists that are associated with them. 
It gives a bit of contextual info about the event, stating that is the 162nd touring exhibiton
since 1854, simply this gives the whole show a certain ammount of weight, respect and
consequently  high  expectation  of  the  overall  quality,  and  achievement  of  the  works
presented. 



PAUL ADAMS + JORDAN LAYTON / Vanishing Voices

June 10 – September 18, 2020 

One language dies every 14 days. By the next  century nearly half  of  the approximate
7,000  languages  spoken  on  Earth  will  disappear.  In  the  United  States  there  are  866
endangered languages.  In  an  increasingly  globalized and homogenized era,  language
follows  power.  The  most  spoken  languages  dominate  world  communication  and
commerce,  jumping  geopolitical  borders  and  geographical  boundaries,  pushing  less
spoken  languages  toward  extinction.  These  languages  preserve  priceless  cultural
heritage,  and  some  hold  unexpected  value  —  linguistic  nuances  which  convey
unparalleled knowledge of the natural world. (Paul Adams - Vanishing Voices / Granary Arts, 2022)

'Luther'. Shown in RPS 162nd Exhibiton – Museum of Gloucester.

“Vanishing Voices” highlights the sensitivity and the ephemeral nature of the world by 
creating a project ooking directly at the descendants of ancient languages and cultures in 
which we find today some are still here to help us remember the parts of history which will 
be hidden eventually underneath layers of time; but not forgotten - with documents like 
these photographs taken using traditional process and archived properly we can see the 
faces represented on a relativly big scale. 20X24 inch collodian tin plates. Technically 
these are extemely hard to produce, let alone the camera needed and the chemicals and 
the environemnt to develop it all, it is probably one of the hardest photographic processes 
that still exists. 



The use of the Collodian process interlaced with the ideas for the project and the subjects 
photographed, creates a very Intimate relationship between the 'old knowledge' that is 
slipping away with time, in both contexts. The memories of ancestors, the knowledge they 
speak and their ways of doing things are quite quickly being replaced by new ways, new 
language, new people. Just like photography, we are now in an overly saturated world full 
of images which have been made disposable because of the ways in which we interact 
with them, and because of the ways in wich we create them. This combination revives this 
notion of photogaphs being something like a document of something important, it slows all 
of the busyness down around thinking of pictures and people, and shows us a truthful 
representaion of people in a serious context, work that we can trust and examine 
hisorically, photographically and critically. It is projects like these that open up a lot of room 
for dicsussion around the importance of images where we find ourselves today. 

It was also great to see this work along side all of the others, it really stood out and I could 
tel it was about something very different and a lot more obvious what it is about. For me 
this was some of the best work I saw at the exhibtion that day. It reveals ways in which 
photographs and photographers can help reconnect people to sensitive parts of the world.

Now lets looks at something a bit different. 



The winner of the exhibtion

American photographer CODY COBB was awarded first prize for his “Strange Land” 
series. The images of stark landscapes were taken during periods of solitude in the 
American West where Cobb was isolated and without creature comforts.
New-Zealand based artist CHIRAG JINDAL received the Under 30s prize for Into the 
Underworld / Nga Mahi Rarowhenua, a series documenting his exploration of a network 
of lava caves beneath Auckland. The innovative collection exists at the intersection of 
journalism, new art and cartography.





Chirag Jindal – Under 30's IPE Award. 
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